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Greater Manchester 2040+
A ‘success scenario’ for the city-region to survive & prosper in turbulent times

A UK Foresight Future of Cities project
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Remember Manchester in 1965? Smoky factories and
rows of coal-fired terrace houses: dial-up telephones
were luxuries, but most neighbours stuck together and
most front doors were open. If we’d known then what
we know now, could we have managed it better? all the
industrial shakeout and wastage, social and community
change, housing clearances and redevelopment and
clearance again – some would say, reinventing the same
old wheels.

Alternative futures for GM

This project looks a similar distance forward, to a
horizon of 2065, with a midway staging-post of 2040.
Led by the University of Manchester, it aims towards
‘joined up thinking’ between different sectors and
policy themes: and towards ‘long term thinking’:
bringing on the drivers of change and uncertainty, and
linking them to opportunities for action.

Meanwhile there are darker trends. Ultra-high-networth-individuals glide overhead in heli-pods, dodging
intense storms coming from runaway climate change.
On the ground, the ‘underclasses’ – alienated youth and
jobless workers – are contained by armed guards in
‘rehabilitation areas’: all communications, even neural
thought patterns, are tracked by the shadowy Ministry
of Truth. In order to maintain social order, wars are
declared on ethnic or cultural minorities: & nearly all
criminals are arrested in advance of any crime. What
remains of local government after years of austerity,
would be sold off to global management firms, with
local democracy replaced by Big-Brother style celebritycrowd-sourcing.

Imagine Greater Manchester in 2065 – beyond the
continuation of the present. The city-region could run
its own policies, budgets and public services. Steady
economic growth would come from tapping the skills
and resources of the whole population, both within and
without formal jobs. Augmented reality ‘google glass’ is
on every street. Driverless electric pods might get us
around the city, while fresh local food grows in solar
powered tropical domes. Everyone would have a world
class education, job opportunities, or comprehensive
social care. Communities and cultures could thrive in a
new age of prosperity.
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GM policy options
Such alternative futures are backdrops to more
immediate and topical questions for policy. Here are
some of the main issues facing AGMA / GMCA, and their
many partners.









For the economy, should we aim for ‘return to
growth’, or something rather different? How to
manage re-skilling and business support in an age of
austerity?
For governance, is further devolution realistic for
GM? What about smaller towns in Cheshire or
Lancashire: or larger networks across the North?
For the physical city-region and the Spatial
Framework – should we assume that reurbanization will continue? What about the
struggling satellite or district centres?
For social policy, we can expect on current trends
more inequality, fragmentation, loss of services –
are there alternatives to a spiral of decline?
For the support systems – we have a rough picture
of climate change in next 25-50 years – what does
this mean in practice? How can the most vulnerable
cope with floods, storms, heat-waves etc?



possibilities, stretch our assumptions and test
‘what-if’ ideas.
we can then spot inter-connections and synergies
between different areas. (Who in 1965 would have
thought that in 2014 (a) we organize most events
on facebook etc: or (b) that multi-cultural arts
festivals are on reclaimed ex-industrial land.)

Of the current strategic plans, the GM Spatial
Framework and Transport Strategy are the most farsighted, each spanning up to 20 years. Beyond that are
topical links between economic, social and
environmental strategies: together with other external
drivers of change such as culture, lifestyle and
technology.
© Joe Ravetz

What is foresight & why do it?
The project is not only about ‘futures’ but ‘Foresight’.
Now used by organizations all over the world, Foresight
methods work with uncertainty, engage stakeholders,
explore opportunities, and work towards strategies and
actions.




Looking at the future is like holding a mirror to the
present: trends, risks, opportunities can be seen
more clearly, which are otherwise submerged in the
day-to-day.
But there is never one version of the future – so we
use alternative future scenarios, to explore the
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Greater Manchester program: ‘GM2040+’

Outputs and outcomes

This city-region program, led by the University of
Manchester, builds on the national program with 4
main objectives:

The outputs will be available online, following a full day
workshop event on 20th November.

-

-

-

-

develop a ‘Success Scenario’, which helps to
understand how GM can ‘survive & prosper in a
turbulent future’.
link this to current policy / business agendas in
GM (economic, social, environmental, urban
etc).
Help to build capacity for foresight and strategic
thinking, for policy, business and civil society
organizations.
include alternative viewpoints, such as the
youth perspective.

Area Scope: we are looking at the functional economic
geography of Greater Manchester: the AGMA 10
authorities, together with the wider city-region /
Economic Development Area, based on the travel-towork area, and including adjacent areas in Cheshire,
Derbyshire & Lancashire.
Timescale is as the UK program, i.e. 25-50 year horizon
(2040-2065). However from previous experience, 50
years is too far into the realm of ‘future fiction’ for the
urban-regional scale. A 25 year horizon is closer to long
term strategy (particularly in urban planning,
infrastructure, climate change), and so more relevant at
the urban-regional scale. So, we are using the working
title “GM2040+”
The project is led by the University of Manchester.
Initial funding is from BIS (Dept of Business, Innovation
and Skills) and the GM Local Enterprise Partnership.
There is a national project on the ‘Future of Cities’ in
the UK, run by the Foresight Unit at BIS – details on
https://futureofcities.blog.gov.uk/ This GM2040+
project is one of a set around the UK which will help to
inform the national program. GM2040+ also has links
with parallel projects in Liverpool, Leeds and Newcastle,
and a possible Northern England network is under
discussion.







Final report: ‘GM2040+’ with a summary brochure.
Working papers on ‘drivers of change’: (‘social,
technological, economic, environmental, policy’
themes).
Parallel initiatives in schools / further / higher
education.
Follow up consultations in public, private and civil
sectors.
A proposed university forum on the foresight
perspective on city and regional issues.

What would be the outcome? Our aim is towards
something more useful than a report on the shelf. We
aim towards a better level of ‘joined-up thinking’
between different sectors and policy themes. We aim at
a better understanding of the forces of change, with the
uncertainties and risks, opportunities and pathways. We
aim to link the GM future perspective with the national
picture of the UK with all the choices ahead.

Contact:
For materials, upcoming events and debate, see the
project site at www.gm2040.com
For questions on Foresight & its methods:
Joe Ravetz, Centre for Urban Resilience & Energy,
School of Environment & Development, Manchester
University, Oxford Rd, M13 9PL: m. 07719 233115:
joe.ravetz@manchester.ac.uk

